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For the week, cash cattle were mostly steady, cattle futures lower, and grain
higher. Boxed beef cutout values continued their fall from the record prices of
last month.
TCR's Cattle/Beef Indexes & Trendlines...
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10 Day Index Trendline

60 Day Index Trendline

Change from Previous Day: +0.20%
Change from 10 Days Ago: -0.80%

Change from 60 Days Ago: +5.25%
Change from 60 Day High: -2.37%
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Indexes track the daily market values for the past 10 & 60 days. Each value is the weighted
total of the Gain/(Loss) for 15 major market factors compared to the previous trading day.
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Slaughter Cattle: In the South, cattle traded between at 120.00 to 122.00, steady to 2.00 lower than last
week. Northern dressed trade at $198.00, 1.00 higher than last week. In the 3 front months, Live Cattle
futures closed from 0.55 higher to 0.80 lower.
Feeder Cattle: National average price for feeder steers @ 145.70, 0.15 higher with trade 2.00 higher to
1.00 lower. In the 3 front months, Feeder Cattle futures closed from 1.23 to 2.50 lower.
Stocker Calves: National average price for stocker steers @ 167.61, 0.12 higher with trade steady to 3.00
higher to 2.00 lower.
CME Feeder Cattle Index: 145.96, 0.33 lower than last Friday.  
Boxed Beef Cutouts: Choice cutout 19.12 lower at 285.44 and the Select cutout 11.77 lower at 264.41.
The Choice/Select spread at 21.03, 7.35 lower than last week.
Cutter Cow Cutout: 1.64 higher at 230.00.
Slaughter Cows: Trade steady to 2.00 lower.
Total red meat production under Federal inspection for the week ending Saturday, July 03, 2021 was
estimated at 997.7 million lbs. according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Marketing Service. This
was 4.8 percent lower than a week ago and 8.8 percent higher than a year ago. Cumulative meat
production for the year to date was 3.7 percent higher compared to the previous year.
Grain: For the week, Kansas City corn 0.35 higher @ 6.84 with September futures @ 5.9200, up 0.6175.
Wheat 0.10 higher @ 5.95 and the futures @ 6.5275, up 0.1200.
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Click Here..to receive the WMS on Saturday mornings or to have it sent to friends & associates.
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Links to the articles below are included because we found them to be of interest but their content does not
necessarily reflect the views of The Cattle Range.
Click your "Back Button" to return to the WMS.
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National Feeder & Stocker Cattle Sale Receipts – Week ending June 26, 2021
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CME Feeder Cattle Index: 1 Year Change: +13.25% ~ 52 Week Range: 128.88 - 147.10
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The Feeder & Stocker Cattle prices below are statewide average prices compiled to show the overall
price trend and do not represent prices for any specific market/region within a state.
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Feeder Steers:
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Cattle Futures: Charts of Commitment of Traders
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Mexican Feeder Cattle Weekly Import Summary
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Estimated Receipts: 12,000 
-- Week ago Act: 13,150 -- Year ago Act: 18,830
Compared to last week, steer calves and yearlings sold steady to weak. Heifer steady to weak. 
Trade
moderate to active, demand moderate to good. The bulk of the supply consisted of steers and spayed
heifers weighing 300-700 lbs.
Feeder steers: Medium and large 1&2, 300-400 lbs 165.00-183.00; 400-500 lbs 147.00-163.00; 500600 lbs 132.00-150.00; 600-700 lbs 125.00-140.00. Medium and large 2&3, 300-400 lbs 150.00168.00; 400-500 lbs132.00-148.00; 500-600 lbs 117.00-135.00.
Feeder heifers: Medium and large 1&2, 300-400 lbs 137.00-154.00;400-500 lbs 127.00-144.00; 500600 lbs 117.00-134.00.
~ Slide 10 cents on steers and heifers basis 300 lbs. ~
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Selected Auction Reports... Click Link to view entire report
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Friday/Saturday Auctions:
.

Torrington Livestock Commission - Torrington WY
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 2,060             
3,150               
1,475
Compared to last week; slaughter and feeder cows traded unevenly steady. Slaughter bulls traded 2.00
higher. A nice offering of both feeder cattle and cow calf pairs. Dry conditions in the western part of the
state continues with lots of cow calf pairs coming to town. No tend of feeder cattle but higher undertones
noted compared to last week. Supply included: 38% Feeder Cattle (29% Steers, 71% Heifers); 47%
Slaughter Cattle (94% Cows, 6% Bulls); 15% Replacement Cattle (97% Cow-Calf Pairs, 3% Heifer Pairs).
Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 82%.
Cattleman's Livestock Auction - Belen NM
                      
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 978                
929
Compared to last week, steer calves 1.00-2.00 higher. No accurate comparison on heifer calves. Feeder
steer 2.00-4.00 higher, no comparison on feeder heifers. Slaughter cows and bull’s steady. Trade and
demand moderate. Supply included: 50% Feeder Cattle (49% Steers, 48% Heifers, 3% Bulls); 27%
Slaughter Cattle (91% Cows, 9% Bulls); 23% Replacement Cattle (14% Bred Cows, 86% Cow-Calf Pairs).
Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 22%.
Smith County Commission - Carthage TN
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,148             
758                 
1,066
Compared to last week, Feeder Steers/Bulls steady to 5.00 higher; Feeder Heifers under 550 lbs. 3.005.00 lower, over 550 lbs. 3.00-7.00 higher; Slaughter Cows 2.00 lower; Slaughter Bulls 3.00 lower. Supply
included: 72% Feeder Cattle (23% Steers, 47% Heifers, 30% Bulls); 13% Slaughter Cattle (86% Cows,
14% Bulls); 16% Replacement Cattle (75% Bred Cows, 25% Cow-Calf Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over
600 lbs was 32%.
Carolina Stockyards – Livestock Auction – Siler City, NC
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,136            
1,051              
1,008
Slaughter cattle steady this week. Feeder cattle steady to up 2.00 to 4.00. Demand was moderate; market
activity and buyer interest were moderate. Offerings moderate with quality average.
Monday Auctions:
.

Sioux Falls Regional Livestock Report - Worthing SD
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,873            
6,284               
1,421
Compared to last week: Feeder steers and heifers unevenly steady, except steers 850-900lbs steady to
5.00 higher, heifers 750-800lbs 1.00 to 2.00 higher, 9-950lbs 7.00 to 8.00 higher. Demand for this light
offering of green cattle was good. Several lots of pre conditioned, eye appealing yearlings this week again.
Cattle were very clean, most hauled in overnight. CME Live Feeder Cattle Market was down today, while
corn is up twenty plus. Slaughter cows steady to 1.00 higher. Slaughter bulls 3.00 to 4.00 higher.
El Reno Cow & Bull Sale - El Reno OK
                      
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 446                
242                  
418
Compared to last week: Slaughter cows sold 1.00-3.00 lower. Slaughter bulls not well tested and no trend
is available. Packer demand good. A total of 387 cows and bulls sold with 54 percent going to packers.
Supply included: 6% Feeder Cattle (100% Steers); 87% Slaughter Cattle (97% Cows, 3% Bulls); 7%
Replacement Cattle (17% Bred Cows, 83% Cow-Calf Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 0%.
Roswell Livestock Auction - Roswell NM
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,424             
900                  
1,143
Compared to last week: Steer and heifer calves under 600 lbs. 5.00-10.00 lower though quality not as
attractive, feeders over 600 lbs. mostly 2.00-4.00 lower. Slaughter cows 2.00-5.00 lower, bulls steady.
Trade active, demand moderate to good. Supply included: 45% Feeder Cattle (49% Steers, 1% Dairy
Steers, 48% Heifers, 2% Bulls); 26% Slaughter Cattle (89% Cows, 11% Bulls); 29% Replacement Cattle
(40% Bred Cows, 0% Bred Heifers, 59% Cow-Calf Pairs, 1% Heifer Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600
lbs was 22%.
Oklahoma National Stockyards Feeder Cattle - Oklahoma City OK
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 9,200              
8,843              
9,182
Compared to last week: Feeder steers and heifers 3.00-5.00 higher. Demand good for feeder cattle
despite higher corn futures and lower feeder futures. Steer calves lightly tested and few sales 4.00 higher.
Heifer calves 2.00-8.00 higher. Demand good for calves. Heavy rains moved across the state and more is
in the forecast for the rest of the week. No sale Monday or Tuesday following the fourth of July weekend.
The Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (63% Steers, 36% Heifers, 1% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over
600 lbs was 81%.
Joplin Reg. Stockyards Feeder Cattle - Carthage MO
                      
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 8,740            
5,723             
10,786
Compared to last week feeder steers traded 4.00 - 6.00 higher, with the most advance on weights over
700 lbs. Feeder heifers traded 1.00 - 5.00 higher. A special yearling sale was included in the offering.
Supply heavy with demand good to very good. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (62% Steers, 37%
Heifers, 1% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 76%.
Callaway Livestock Center - Kingdom City MO
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 2,337             
2,041              
1,956
Compared to last week, steers calves weighing 450-500 lbs, thin fleshed 500-520 lbs and 600-700 lb
steers sold 5.00-10.00 higher, 500-600 lbs sold steady to 5.00 higher with the most advance on the 500550 lbs, 7 weight steers sold 5.00-7.00 higher and three pot loads of yearling steers weighing 855-925 lbs
did not reach last week's highs which was very active traded 2.00-5.00 lower. Feeder heifers weighing
400-650 lbs sold 3.00-5.00 higher, over 650 lbs traded with a firm to higher undertone on a light test. A
very active market on the top-quality steers weighing 400-750 lbs with several packages and groups
weighing 400-515 lbs reaching the 2.00/per lb mark. Demand was very good on a moderate offering.
Slaughter cows sold steady. Corn prices bounced back on Monday with July corn 39 cents higher and
December corn 28 cents higher, put a damper on Feeder Cattle futures but feeder cattle market remained
very active. Supply included: 93% Feeder Cattle (71% Steers, 28% Heifers, 1% Bulls); 7% Slaughter
Cattle (88% Cows, 12% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 54%.
Mid-South Livestock - Unionville TN
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,088               
766                 
802
Compared to last week, Feeder Steers 3.00-6.00 higher; Feeder Bulls under 550 lbs. steady to 5.00 lower,
over 550 lbs. steady to 4.00 higher; Feeder Heifers steady to 5.00 higher; Slaughter Cows mostly steady;
Slaughter Bulls mostly steady. Supply included: 85% Feeder Cattle (30% Steers, 1% Dairy Steers, 51%
Heifers, 19% Bulls); 14% Slaughter Cattle (88% Cows, 12% Bulls); 1% Replacement Cattle (100% Bred
Cows). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 27%.
United Producers Inc. - Irvington KY
                      
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 400                
208                  
638
Compared to last week: Feeder steers and feeder heifers over 600 lbs sold 2.00 to 3.00 higher. Feeder
steers and heifers under 600 lbs sold steady. Feeder bulls sold 1.00 to 2.00 lower. Slaughter cows and
slaughter bulls sold steady. Supply included: 73% Feeder Cattle (31% Steers, 40% Heifers, 29% Bulls);
23% Slaughter Cattle (83% Cows, 17% Bulls); 5% Replacement Cattle (11% Stock Cows, 89% Cow-Calf
Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 38%.
Blue Grass South Livestock Market - Stanford KY
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 306                 
195                  
507
Compared to last Monday: Feeder steers steady, Feeder heifers under 500 lbs steady, over 500 lbs 3.005.00 higher, good demand for feeder and yearling classes. Slaughter cows 1.00-3.00 lower, Slaughter
bulls steady, good demand for slaughter classes. Supply included: 90% Feeder Cattle (50% Steers, 31%
Heifers, 19% Bulls); 10% Slaughter Cattle (85% Cows, 15% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was
46%.
Tuesday Auctions:
.

Riverton Livestock Auction - Riverton, WY
                      
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 834               
1,264
Compared to two weeks ago; Slaughter cows 4.00-5.00 higher with slaughter bulls 3.00-5.00 higher. Not
enough feeder calves for a good comparison of trends. Good run of cow/calf pairs for this time of year area
dry and hot bring more to market. Demand good. Summer schedule with sale every two weeks, next sale
July 13th. Supply included: 17% Feeder Cattle (100% Heifers); 47% Slaughter Cattle (87% Cows, 13%
Bulls); 36% Replacement Cattle (58% Stock Cows, 41% Cow-Calf Pairs, 0% Heifer Pairs). Feeder cattle
supply over 600 lbs was 42%.
Miles City Livestock Commission Auction - Miles City, MT
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,222             
1,492               
484
Compared to last week: Steers and heifers were all too lightly tested to develop an accurate market trend,
however higher undertones were noticed on both steers and heifers. Demand was mostly good for very
light offerings. Quality was mostly mixed from plain to attractive. Cattle were mostly in light flesh and
mostly coming off grass. Dry conditions continue to drive feeders to market which had been turned out on
grass. Market activity was moderate to active this sale. Weigh up cows comprised the majority of the sale
again this week. Packers purchased cows on moderate demand this week. Slaughter cows sold fully
steady on boning and lean cows; breaking cows sold 2.00-3.00 lower. Feeding cows took the biggest hit
this week as packers backed off and purchased high quality cows lower.
Oklahoma National Stockyards Slaughter/Replacement Cattle - Oklahoma City, OK
                      
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 546                 
591                 
711
Compared to last week: Slaughter cows and bull’s steady. Demand moderate. A total of 217 cows and
bulls sold with 69 percent going to packers. Supply included: 60% Feeder Cattle (100% Steers); 32%
Slaughter Cattle (90% Cows, 10% Bulls); 7% Replacement Cattle (91% Bred Cows, 9% Cow-Calf Pairs).
Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%.
OKC West Livestock Auction - El Reno, OK
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,200              
9,967             
8,295
Compared to last Tuesday: Not enough comparable trades of steer and heifer calves for a trend but a
steady undertone was noted. Demand moderate to good. Heavy rainfall continues across the trade area
bringing flood conditions. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (44% Steers, 52% Heifers, 4% Bulls).
Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 14%.
Ozark Regional Stockyards - West Plains MO
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 3,529            
5,009               
3,002
Compared to last week, steer calves under 700 lbs. traded 4.00-8.00 higher with heavier weights trading
steady to 4.00 lower. Heifer calves under 650 lbs. traded 3.00-6.00 higher with heavier weights trading
steady to 3.00 higher. Demand was good on a moderate supply. Yearling receipts were lacking in both
volume and quality when compared to last week's outstanding offering. The USDA's Cattle on Feed Report
released last Friday reported Inventory was slightly higher, Placement’s 7 percent lower and Marketing’s
24 percent higher than a year ago. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (56% Steers, 0% Dairy Steers,
42% Heifers, 2% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 55%.
Mid-State Stockyards LLP - Letohatchee, AL
                       
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 1,294               
937
Compared to one week ago: Slaughter cows and bulls sold 1.00 to 4.00 lower. Replacement cows sold
steady. Feeder cattle sold unevenly steady. Supply included: 71% Feeder Cattle (40% Steers, 38%
Heifers, 22% Bulls); 27% Slaughter Cattle (88% Cows, 12% Bulls); 2% Replacement Cattle (11% Stock
Cows, 89% Bred Cows). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 34%.
Blue Grass Stockyards - Lexington, KY
                      
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 778               
1,439               
823
Compared to last Tuesday feeder steers and heifers sold steady on similar quality; yearling steers and
heifers sold 4.00 higher in a limited comparison. Slaughter cows and bulls traded steady to 1.00 lower with
good demand. Supply included: 94% Feeder Cattle (49% Steers, 0% Dairy Steers, 46% Heifers, 4%
Bulls); 5% Slaughter Cattle (91% Cows, 9% Bulls); 1% Replacement Cattle (67% Bred Cows, 33% CowCalf Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 85%.
Wednesday Auctions:
.

Hub City Livestock Auction - Aberdeen SD
                        
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 1,873               
4,436
Different weight classes today than last week so an accurate price trend cannot be established. Good to
very good demand for today's offering of a handful of loads and many packages. Similar flesh to last week,
from light to moderate plus depending on where the cattle were coming from. Slightly less attractive overall
quality then last week, quality this week average to attractive. Several consignments coming to town due
to the drought, most of these were replacement heifers again this week. An active market seen for this
offering despite a more limited crowd of buyers today. Some areas received rain over the weekend but
temperatures have returned to the 90's and are expected to reach 100 for the coming holiday weekend.
Next feeder cattle sale is Wednesday, July 7. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (71% Steers, 29%
Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 97%.
Huss Platte Valley Auction - Kearney NE
                       
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 1,943             
2,712              
1,435
Compared to two weeks ago steers sold 3.00 to 8.00 higher. Not enough comparable heifers for a market
trend. Demand was good for the short summer sale with bulk of the offering coming off of summer grass.
Next special calf and feeder auction will be July 14, along with a video auction. Supply included: 79%
Feeder Cattle (69% Steers, 31% Heifers, 0% Bulls); 21% Slaughter Cattle (100% Cows). Feeder cattle
supply over 600 lbs was 87%.
OKC West - El Reno OK
                        
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 5,790             
9,967              
8,295
Compared to last week: Feeder steers and heifers sold 3.00-5.00 lower. Demand moderate. Several large
strings of reputation cattle were on offer today. Not enough comparable trades of steer and heifer calves
for a trend but a steady undertone was noted. Demand moderate to good. Heavy rainfall continues across
the trade area bringing flood conditions. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (63% Steers, 37% Heifers,
1% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 82%.
Springfield Livestock Auction - Springfield MO
                       
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 1,100             
1,574
Compared to last week, feeder steers under 600 lbs sold steady to 4.00 higher, while steers weighing over
600 lbs traded 2.00 - 6.00 lower. Heifers under 550 lbs traded steady to 2.00 lower, while feeder heifers
over 550 lbs trended up 2.00 - 4.00 this week. Demand was steady to good and supply was light to steady.
Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (43% Steers, 1% Dairy Steers, 44% Heifers, 12% Bulls). Feeder
cattle supply over 600 lbs was 42%.
Vienna Livestock Auction - Vienna MO
                      
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 326               
762
Feeder supply not sufficient to establish a market trend. Slaughter cows 1.00-3.00 lower. Light run heading
into the holiday weekend. The big news Wednesday was the USDA acreage report which sent new crop
corn limit higher as corn came up 1.1 million acres short of the average trade guess. August feeders fell
275 points on the news while deferred live contracts gained 30-90 points, likely in anticipation of higher
feed and reduced tonnage. Supply included: 83% Feeder Cattle (70% Steers, 28% Heifers, 2% Bulls);
10% Slaughter Cattle (92% Cows, 8% Bulls); 6% Replacement Cattle (56% Bred Cows, 44% Cow-Calf
Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 38%.
Roanoke Stockyard - Roanoke AL
                      
This Week   Last Reported
Total Receipts: 773              
1,073
Compared to one week ago: Feeder steers sold 4.00 to 5.00 lower, feeder bulls sold 7.00 to 9.00 lower,
feeder heifers sold 3.00 to 5.00 lower. Slaughter cows sold 5.00 to 7.00 lower, slaughter bulls sold 3.00
lower. Replacement cows and pairs sold mostly steady. Supply included: 62% Feeder Cattle (23% Steers,
46% Heifers, 31% Bulls); 22% Slaughter Cattle (94% Cows, 6% Bulls); 16% Replacement Cattle (63%
Bred Cows, 37% Cow-Calf Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 18%.
Blue Grass Stockyards - Albany KY
                     
This Week   Last Reported   Last Year
Total Receipts: 504              
530                   
473
Compared to last week: Steers and heifers Steady 1.00 higher. Slaughter cows and bulls 1.00 lower.
Moderate supply with good demand. Supply included: 87% Feeder Cattle (40% Steers, 41% Heifers, 19%
Bulls); 10% Slaughter Cattle (76% Cows, 24% Bulls); 4% Replacement Cattle (53% Bred Cows, 47%
Cow-Calf Pairs). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 35%.
Thursday Auctions:
.

Mitchell Livestock Auction – Mitchell SD
No sale on Thursday, July 1, 2021
Valentine Livestock Auction - Valentine NE
No sale on Thursday, July 1, 2021
Woodward Wtd Avg Cattle - Woodward OK
No sale on Thursday, July 1, 2021
Pratt Livestock Auction - Pratt KS
                             
This Week    Last Reported    Last Year
Total Receipts:           
1,099                 
1,317               
0
Compared to last week, feeder steers 675 lb to 1,000 lb sold 8.00 to 12.00 higher. Outstanding quality on
the feeder steers. Feeder heifers 650 lb to 850 lb sold 5.00 to 6.00 higher on light receipts. No steer or
heifer calves for a market test. Demand was good. Slaughter cows sold 2.00 lower. Slaughter bulls sold
steady. Supply included: 90% Feeder Cattle (78% Steers, 18% Heifers, 4% Bulls); 9% Slaughter Cattle
(77% Cows, 23% Bulls); 1% Replacement Cattle (89% Bred Cows, 11% Cow-Calf Pairs). Feeder cattle
supply over 600 lbs was 93%.
Cattleman's Livestock Auction - Dalhart TX
                         
This Week     Last Reported     
Last Year
Total Receipts:         
1,411                  
0                     
0
Compared to last week: Steer and heifer calves under 600 lbs firm to 2.00 higher in a limited test; feeder
steers and heifers over 600 lbs firm to 2.00 higher. Slaughter cows and bulls 1.00 to 2.00 lower. Trade
fairly active. Demand fairly good. The trade area has received beneficial moisture several days on the
week. Supply included: 65% Feeder Cattle (50% Steers, 50% Heifers); 35% Slaughter Cattle (96% Cows,
4% Bulls). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 64%.
Douglas County Livestock Auction - Ava MO
                         
This Week       Last Reported   
Last Year
Total Receipts:            
792                   
1,165               
0
Compared to last week, feeder steers traded steady to 3.00 higher. Feeder heifers traded steady to 2.00
lower. Slaughter cows traded steady to 2.00 higher. Supply moderate with good demand. Supply included:
84% Feeder Cattle (59% Steers, 34% Heifers, 7% Bulls); 15% Slaughter Cattle (93% Cows, 7% Bulls); 1%
Replacement Cattle (100% Bred Cows). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 36%
Bluegrass Stockyards South - Stanford KY
                       
This Week      Last Reported      
Last Year
Total Receipts:      
1,205                
1,844                
0
Compared to last Thursday: Feeder steers 2.00-4.00 higher, Feeder heifers steady, Yearling steers 3.005.00 higher, Yearling heifers steady to 1.00 higher, Good demand for feeder and yearling classes.
Slaughter cows steady to 2.00 higher, Slaughter bulls steady, Good demand for slaughter classes. Supply
included: 96% Feeder Cattle (45% Steers, 6% Dairy Steers, 44% Heifers, 5% Bulls); 4% Slaughter Cattle
(9% Steers, 69% Cows, 22% Bulls); 0% Replacement Cattle (100% Stock Cows). Feeder cattle supply
over 600 lbs was 81%.
Paris Stockyards - Paris KY
No sale on Thursday, July 1, 2021 due to the 4th of July holiday
,
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Direct Sales of Feeder & Stocker Cattle... Click Link to view entire report
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Wyoming-Nebraska Direct Cattle Report
                                   
This Week     Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:         
398                   
1,193
No comparable sales from last week for a market comparison. Demand was good. There is a heavy
appetite to place yearling feeders off grass or from grow yards on feed. Many contacts have stated there
are quite a few empty pens across the state. Next Tuesday, July 6th will be the Cattle County Video sale
and the Week in the Rockies on Superior. Both will have strings of top-quality yearlings coming off short
dry grass along with some weaned and bawling calves. Nebraska feedlot live sales sold unevenly steady
on the week at 124.00-126.00 and dressed sales sold 1.00 higher at 198.00. Supply included: 100%
Feeder Cattle (71.1% Steers, 28.9% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%. Unless
otherwise noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 2-3% shrink or equivalent, with a
6-8 cent slide > 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from KS, MO, WY
Southwest Direct Cattle Report (AZ/CA/NV)
                                     
This Week      Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:            
910                  
7,218
Compared to last week, dairy steers were not well tested. trade slow, demand light to moderate. Supply
consisted of Holstein Steers weighing 350 lbs for December Delivery. Supply included: 100% Feeder
Cattle (100% Dairy Steers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 0%. Unless otherwise stated, prices fob
shipping point with 2-3 percent shrink or equivalent with 5-10 cent slide on calves, 3-6 cent slide on
yearlings from base weight. Delivered prices include freight, commissions and other expenses. Livestock
reported this week originated from MO.
Missouri Direct Cattle Report
                                      
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:          
1,040                  
335
Compared to last week: not enough comparable sales for an accurate trend. Heavy rainfall has swept
across the trade area bringing area flooding. Demand moderate. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle
(12.5% Steers, 87.5% Dairy Steers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 12%. Unless otherwise noted,
Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 0% shrink or equivalent, with a 0 cent slide > 600
lbs. and 0 cent slide < 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from MO.
Eastern Cornbelt Direct Cattle Report (IL/IN/MI/MN/OH/KY)
                                     
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:        
1,607                   
1,474
Compared to last week: Not enough Current FOB trades last week for a trend. Humid and warmer than
average temperatures have swept across the trade area. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (58.4%
Steers, 41.6% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%. Unless otherwise noted, Feeder
Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 0% shrink or equivalent, with a 0 cent slide > 600 lbs.
Livestock reported this week originated from KY
Colorado Direct Cattle Report
                                    
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:           
500               
3,759
Compared to last week, Steers and Heifers not well tested. Demand good to moderate. Supply included:
100% Feeder Cattle (14% Steers, 86% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%. Unless
otherwise noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 2-3% shrink or equivalent, with a
4-8 cent slide > 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from CO, MT.
Kansas Direct Feeder Cattle Report
                                     
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:          
4,338              
1,604
Compared to last week: Not enough comparable trades for a market trend although a higher undertone is
noted. Demand moderate to good. Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (53.1% Steers, 4.7% Dairy
Steers, 42.2% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 95%. Unless otherwise noted, Feeder
Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 2-3% shrink or equivalent, with a 4-8 cent slide > 600 lbs.
and 8-12 cent slide < 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from KS, KY, OK, TN, TX, UT, WY.
Montana Direct Cattle Report
                                    
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:          
80                   
480
Compared to last week: Feeder steers not established. Feeder heifers not well tested. Demand moderate.
Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (100% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%.
Unless otherwise noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 2-3% shrink or equivalent,
with a 4-8 cent slide > 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from MT.
New Mexico Direct Cattle Report
                                      
This Week    Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:              
757                
2,480
Compared to last week: Domestic origin feeder steers were 2.00 to 4.00 higher. Mexican origin steers
were mostly 10.00 higher on comparable sales. Not enough comparable sales on domestic or Mexican
origin heifers for a market trend. Trading activity and demand were moderate. Supply included: 100%
Feeder Cattle (91.8% Steers, 8.2% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 61%. Unless otherwise
noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 0% shrink or equivalent, with a 0 cent slide
> 600 lbs. and 0 cent slide < 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from NM.
Northwest Direct Cattle Report (WA/OR/ID/UT)
                                    
This Week     Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:           
716                  
943
Compared to last week, Steers and Heifers were steady. Demand good to moderate. Supply included:
100% Feeder Cattle (53.6% Steers, 46.4% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs was 100%. Unless
otherwise noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 2-3% shrink or equivalent, with a
4-8 cent slide > 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from ID, MT.
Oklahoma Direct Cattle Report
                                      
This Week   Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:           
3,806               
2,546
Compared to last week: Few comparable sales of feeder steers and heifers sold 1.00-4.00 higher. Flood
advisories have been extended thru the weekend for most of the trade area. Demand moderate to good.
Supply included: 100% Feeder Cattle (54.4% Steers, 45.6% Heifers). Feeder cattle supply over 600 lbs
was 100%. Unless otherwise noted, Feeder Cattle prices FOB based on net weights after a 0% shrink or
equivalent, with a 0 cent slide > 600 lbs. Livestock reported this week originated from OK.
Texas Direct Cattle Report
                                      
This Week         Last Reported
Total Direct Receipts:        
13,456                    
22,083
Compared to last week: Current FOB steers and heifers sold 2.00 to 3.00 higher. Trade activity was light to
moderate on moderate demand as we head into a holiday weekend. The Texas panhandle has gotten
over an inch or more of rain, and causing flooding of roadways in some areas. Supply included: 100%
Feeder Cattle (50.1% Steers, 1% Dairy Steers, 48.1% Heifers, 0.8% Dairy Heifers). Feeder cattle supply
over 600 lbs was 93%. Prices based on net weights FOB after a 2-3 percent shrink or equivalent and 4-8
cent slide on calves and 8-12 cent slide on yearlings from base weights. Current sales are up to 14 days
delivery. Livestock reported this week originated from AL, AR, AZ, CO, FL, KS, KY, MS, NM, OK, TN, TX.
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Extensive U.S. & Canadian Auction Results are available on The Cattle Range

..
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Canadian Cattle Prices:

Prices have been converted to U.S. $/CWT. Grades changed to approximate U.S. equivalents
Exchange Rate: Canadian dollars equivalent to $0.8123 U.S. dollars
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Weekly Market Summary
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.

Alberta Beef Producers:
Light to moderate trade took place on Wednesday with dressed sales ranging from 263.00-266.00
delivered, 8.00-10.00 lower than the previous week. Live sales and bids were reported from 154.00-156.00
FOB the feedlot, 6.00-8.00 lower than live sales seen last week. Most if not all the cattle that traded this
week were being scheduled for the week of August 2nd delivery. All three western Canadian packers
bought cattle this week. Some cash cattle will be carried over until next week while others will be
reallocated and sold on the grid.
.
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Chart of the Week: 1,000+ Counties Approved for Emergency Haying & Grazing CRP Acres
,
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"Shootin' the Bull" Weekly Analysis:
.

In my opinion, the disparity within the production side of cattle is coming to a head. With only clues of
bidding up feeder cattle, along with higher feed costs of every kind, suggesting revenues are coming from
somewhere different than the sale of fed cattle, the division is so great someone will have to give.
Coupled with seemingly poor correlation between cash cattle marketed today and the futures contract,
leads me to anticipate some type of action from the CME as well. The plight of cattle feeders is well
known now and is being written about enough that it is drawing attention to the issue. 
Unfortunately, it
won't stop the fact that packers are not willing to increase chain speeds to help offset the on-feed
numbers, consumer beef demand is slipping, and after this weekend, the consumer is anticipated to shift
significantly in discretionary spending habits. With mounting drought pressure on cow herds and cattle
production in those areas, there is anticipated to be more stocker and feeder cattle inventory to be made
available this summer that may not have been earlier in the year. What I am going to watch for is how well
cattle sell on the upcoming mid-western video sales. Craig Purvines shows excellent information on the
chart reflecting the volume of stockers and feeders marketed through the year in this newsletter. 
You can
clearly see a majority of the remainder of this year's inventory will be marketed the next 4 weeks. So, the
dividing line is believed that if vertical integration is greater than currently anticipated, the price of stockers
& feeders should stay steady to higher as revenue is generated from beef sales and not fed cattle sales.
This in turn would keep futures prices elevated with the basis being closed by cash coming to futures.
Were prices to begin to slip, it may be a signal that vertical integration remains unable to absorb the
amount of inventory available. With poor returns on fed cattle, and many still not able to market beef, the
sales are anticipated to be void of buyers that can still only market fed cattle. This would lead me to
anticipate the index trading lower and futures plummeting to settle at the index price at expiration. This is
seemingly a very complex fundamental situation with the unfortunate that technical analysis is not helping
much in deciphering the next most probable move. With all that has been said, I anticipate the price of
beef to continue to decline, making it less likely for fed and feeder cattle prices to rise.  
Feed costs are soaring and although corn is off of its highs, basis is keeping corn firm where storage is
minimal. Two factors have been made known since Wednesday's release of grain stocks and acres. The
on-farm storage is down dramatically and the only three states that increased plantings significantly were
North and South Dakota and Minnesota. These also happen to be the three states in the worst drought. I
find these factors more interesting than the 1.5 million acre increase, as seemingly a large portion of the
increase was planted in dust or for insurance. The chart pattern and fundamentals of corn lead me to
anticipate a higher price. MSW was as volatile as any of the grains this week. From what I hear, there is
no spring wheat crop. I understand some varieties can be substituted, but like most products, businesses
want to have the same quality and consistency from one restaurant to the other. I anticipate MSW to
continue higher.  
Last month's action by the Fed continues to prompt more thought. What we know so far is that Janet
Yellen acknowledged inflation, Jerome Powell and the Fed's henchmen then took a baseball bat to the
head of commodities by restoring a store of value to the US dollar, with further talk of more Fed action.
So, we have been told we have inflation, action has been taken to quell inflation, therefore we must have
inflation. Is this the end, middle, or beginning? I think it the middle. Upon recognition of inflation, and the
action taken to quell it, leads me to anticipate those who use the liquidity to buy things will increase their
spending while the liquidity is still available. As well, there are shortages of some commodities or slow
processing of creating shortages that won't be relieved for some time to come. The actions of the Fed
were specifically meant to impede exports to keep more product at home, potentially lowering the price of
since more of it is going to be sold domestically. If the Fed is having to take that drastic of measures, it
must mean that they fear even worse price rises in the future were they to not be attempting to combat the
inflation. Lastly, Friday's employment report was not good. 
Although touted as robust, it didn't change that
unemployment remains high at 5.9%, or increase the employment to population index, or wages. 
At
present, the employment to population index remains below the lowest level reached during the financial
crisis of 2008. This suggests to me a significant dilution of our financial wherewithal as fewer people
working are paying more of the exponentially increasing social services. 
The winds are believed to have
finally changed with the actions by the Fed. I anticipate less stimulus and more combating of inflation going
forward. 
The sound I hear is similar to what Ross Perot described when discussing job loss to Mexico in
1992. Do you hear that sucking sound? 
That is the sound of the Fed reversing course on stimulus that
creates inflation, to pulling money out of the system that creates depression. Before the depression
though, I look for the money still available to buy things before the items, commodities, or the money is
gone. The next Fed action will be anticipated to impact both the consumer and commodity inflation
instead of just commodity inflation. How aggressive and quickly the actions are will help to determine how
strong the inflation is.
,.

Christopher B. Swift is a commodity broker and consultant with Swift Trading Company in Nashville, TN.
Mr. Swift authors the daily commentaries "mid day cattle comment" and "Shootin' the Bull" commentary
found on his website @ www.shootinthebull.com
An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can
assume the risk of loss in excess of their margin deposits. You should carefully consider whether futures trading is
appropriate for you in light of your investment experience, trading objectives, financial resources and other relevant
circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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Slaughter Cattle:
.

Slaughter Cattle: In the South, cattle traded between at 120.00 to 122.00, steady to 2.00 lower than last
week. Northern dressed trade at $198.00, 1.00 higher than last week. In the 3 front months, Live Cattle
futures closed from 1.25 to 1.77 higher.
5 Area Week Slaughter Cattle Weighted Averages

Livestock Slaughter under Federal Inspection:

,
.
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This week's Feedyard Closeouts...
.

Closeout projections are for cattle placed on feed by a cattle owner at a commercial feedyard and not for
cattle owned by a feedyard and fed at cost or a farmer/feeder utilizing his own feed. Cattle cost, cost of
gain, and selling price will vary on a regional basis. Cost includes $10 per head for freight to feedyard.
Typical closeout for un-hedged steers sold this week:
Placed On Feed 150 days ago = February 2nd
Projected P/(L) based on the futures when placed on feed: ($77.76)
.

*Cost of 750 lb. steer delivered @ $135.65 per cwt:

Feed Cost for 600 lbs. @ $1.13 per lb.
Interest on cattle cost for 165 days:
Interest on feed cost:
Total Cost & Expense:

**Sale proceeds: 1,350 lb. steer @ $124.02 per cwt:
.

$1,027.38
$678.00
$17.94
$5.92
$1,729.24
$1,674.27

This week's Profit/(Loss) per head:

($54.97)

Profit/(Loss) per head for previous week:
Change from previous week:
Sale price necessary to breakeven:

($20.51)
-$34.46
$128.09

.

.

*CME Feeder Cattle Index    **5 Area Daily Weighted Average
.
.

Projected closeout for steers placed on feed this week:
Projected Sale Date @ 150 days on feed = November 29th
.

*Cost of 750 lb. steer delivered @ $146.31 per cwt:

Feed Cost for 600 lbs. @ $1.21 per lb.
Interest on cattle cost for 165 days:
Interest on feed cost:
Total Cost & Expense:

**Sale proceeds: 1,350 lb. steer @ $132.77 per cwt:
.

$1,107.33
$726.00
$19.34
$6.34
$1,859.01
$1,792.40

This week's Profit/(Loss) per head:

($66.61)

Profit/(Loss) per head for previous week:
Change from previous week:
Sale price necessary to breakeven:

($62.42)
-$4.19
$137.70

.

.

*CME Feeder Cattle Index    **December Live Cattle Futures Contract
.
.

.
.

Typical closeout for hedged steers sold this week:
Typical closeout for un-hedged steers sold this week:
Projected closeout for steers placed on feed this week:

.

($77.76)
($54.97)
($66.61)

.

.
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Federally Inspected Slaughter Cattle by Class:
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Boxed Beef Cutouts:
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Choice cutout 19.12 lower at 285.44 and the Select cutout 11.77 lower at 264.41. 
The Choice/Select
spread at 21.03, 7.35 lower than last week.
The average value of hide and offal for the five days ending Fri, Jul 02, 2021 was estimated at 12.76 per
cwt., down 0.04 from last week and up 5.82 from last year.
,.
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National Comprehensive Boxed Beef Cutout - All Fed Steer/Heifer Sales
,.
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Last Week's Trade Data:
,..

Beef:
,..

Net sales of 12,100 MT reported for 2021 were down 28 percent from the previous week and 17 percent
from the prior 4-week average. Increases were primarily for Japan (3,300 MT, including decreases of 500
MT), South Korea (2,800 MT, including decreases of 600 MT), China (2,100 MT, including decreases of
100 MT), Taiwan (1,500 MT, including decreases of 200 MT), and Canada (600 MT, including decreases
of 200 MT).
Exports of 18,900 MT were up 4 percent from the previous week and 9 percent from the prior 4-week
average. The destinations were primarily to Japan (4,900 MT), South Korea (4,900 MT), China (4,200
MT), Taiwan (1,200 MT), and Mexico (1,100 MT).
,..

Pork:
,..

Net sales of 28,600 MT reported for 2021 were unchanged from the previous week, but up 12 percent
from the prior 4-week average. Increases primarily for Mexico (17,700 MT, including decreases of 900
MT), Japan (2,800 MT, including decreases of 400 MT), Canada (1,800 MT, including decreases of 800
MT), Colombia (1,600 MT, including decreases of 100 MT), and China (1,500 MT, including decreases of
1,000 MT), were offset by reductions for New Zealand (100 MT).
Exports of 32,200 MT were down 4 percent from the previous week and 5 percent from the prior 4-week
average. The destinations were primarily to Mexico (13,500 MT), China (5,100 MT), Japan (4,000 MT),
South Korea (3,000 MT), and Canada (2,000 MT).
,..
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USDA National Retail Beef Report:
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National Summary of Advertised Prices for Beef at Major Retail Supermarket Outlets

..

This week in Beef Retail, the Feature Rate was 0.3 percent higher, the Special Rate rose by 1.4 percent,
and the Activity Index posted a 5.5 percent increase. With Independence Day upon us and the summer
season in full swing, popular grilling cuts had a strong showing in beef retail ads. Cuts from the Rib, Loin,
Brisket, and Ground Beef items saw more ad space, while cuts from the Chuck and Round saw less ad
space. Cattle slaughter under federal inspection was 5.7 percent lower when compared to last week.
,.
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Imported Meat Passed for Entry in the U.S. by Country: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service
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View Complete Report
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Cattle/Corn Correlation: 5 Year Moving Average
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Est. Weekly Meat Production Under Federal Inspection:
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.

Total red meat production under Federal inspection for the week ending Saturday, July 03, 2021 was
estimated at 997.7 million lbs. according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Marketing Service. This
was 4.8 percent lower than a week ago and 8.8 percent higher than a year ago. Cumulative meat
production for the year to date was 3.7 percent higher compared to the previous year.
,
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5 Year Bullish/Bearish Consensus Charts from SentimenTrader:
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The theory behind the "Bullish/Bearish Consensus" indicator is when the public reaches a consensus,
they are usually wrong:
They get too bullish after prices have risen and too bearish after they have already fallen.
Because of this tendency, there are often extremes in opinion right before major changes in trend:
When the public reaches a bullish extreme, i.e., a great majority thinks prices will keep rising, then
prices often decline instead.
And when they become too bearish, then prices tend to rise.
So when Public Opinion moves above the red dotted line in the chart, it means that compared to other
readings over the past year, you're seeing excessive optimism. You also want to look at the absolute
level of Opinion, too - if it's at 90%, then there's no question we're seeing an historic level of bullish
opinion. Watch for readings above 80% (or especially 90%) to spot those dangerous times when the
public is overly enthusiastic about a commodity.
Conversely, when Public Opinion moves below the green dotted line, then the public is excessively
pessimistic about the commodity's prospects for further gains compared to their opinion over the past
year. Looking for absolute readings under 20% (or especially 10%) often indicates an upturn in the
market.
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Cattle Bullish/Bearish Consensus:
.

.
.

Corn Bullish/Bearish Consensus:
.
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U.S. Dollar - 6 Month Chart:
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Over the past 5 years, an average of around 12% of U.S. beef production has been exported, making
exports an extremely important factor affecting beef and cattle prices. A strong dollar depresses export
demand.

..

U.S. Dollar Index
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Stock Markets & Economic News:
T. Rowe Price
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Better-than-expected economic data help lift stocks to new highs
The S&P 500 Index and Nasdaq Composite Index moved to new highs and closed out a fifth consecutive
quarterly advance. Large-cap growth stocks led the gains, with the Russell 1000 Growth Index stretching
its weekly winning streak to eight. Technology and health care stocks led the gains within the S&P 500,
and consumer discretionary stocks were also strong, boosted by a solid rise in Nike shares. Small- and
mid-caps underperformed after strong gains the previous week. T. Rowe Price traders noted that quarterend rebalancing caused some increase in volumes, but they remained relatively muted. U.S. markets were
set to be closed on Monday, July 4 in observance of the Independence Day holiday.
Generally favorable economic data seemed to support sentiment. The Conference Board’s index of
consumer confidence beat expectations and reached a 16-month high. The spirits of homeowners—if not
buyers—may have been lifted by gains in housing prices, which also surprised on the upside. The strong
labor market was another factor in making Americans feel more optimistic about their economic prospects.
On Friday, the Labor Department reported that employers had added 850,000 nonfarm jobs in June, well
above consensus estimates of around 700,000 and the most since last August. Weekly jobless claims also
fell more than expected, to a pandemic-era low of 364,000.
The Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM’s) gauge of factory activity fell a bit more than expected but
still indicated healthy expansion. ISM researchers cited labor and material shortages as preventing even
faster growth. Pending home sales data may have been the biggest surprise of the week, jumping 8% in
May in contrast to consensus expectations for a slight decrease.
Health officials stress effectiveness of vaccines against delta variant
T. Rowe Price traders noted that worries over the spread of the “delta” variant of the coronavirus seemed
to rein in investor enthusiasm somewhat. The U.S. saw an increase in cases concentrated in states with
lower vaccination rates, and some new restrictions were put in place in Israel and elsewhere (see below).
U.S. health officials stressed that current vaccines were effective against the variant, however. Johnson &
Johnson shares rose Friday morning after the company reported that its vaccine provoked a durable
immune response and experienced only a small drop in efficacy against the delta variant, and a lesser one
than against the earlier “beta” variant.
U.S. Treasury yields decreased through most of the week, particularly for the longest maturities. T. Rowe
Price traders cited investors’ month-end rebalancing needs and the Fed’s buying of longer-dated
Treasuries among the factors behind the lower yields.
The broad municipal bond market posted gains through most of the week, with our traders noting a pickup
in demand on Wednesday, in particular. New issuance and secondary market trading were muted heading
into the holiday weekend, but buying activity was supported by inflows from reinvestments of July 1
coupon payments. Moody’s Investors Service upgraded its rating on Illinois general obligation and sales
tax-backed bonds to Baa2 from Baa3, citing “material improvement in the state’s finances.” However, the
ratings agency cautioned that the state still carries substantial long-term pension liabilities that are
structurally underfunded.
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U.S. Stocks:
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"Click Here" to view a Slide Show of Drought Monitor maps for the last 12 weeks
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Canadian 90-Day Percent of Average Precipitation:
...
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Looking ahead...
The NWS Weather Prediction Center forecast for (July 1-4) shows that the prolonged heat wave is
expected to continue across the interior sections of the Northwest and Northern Rockies and move into the
Northern High Plains. In the East, a cold front is forecast to bring relief from the hot, muggy weather in the
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast. As the front moves through the region, these areas can expect
moderate to heavy rainfall and an increased chance of severe weather.
Moving into next week, the Climate Prediction Center six-to-10 day outlook (valid July 6-10) favors above
normal temperatures across the West, Northern and Central Plains, Midwest, and Northeast. Below
normal temperatures are most likely across the South, Southeast, and Alaska. Below normal precipitation
is expected to continue across much of the west and Northern Plains, while above normal precipitation is
favored across most of the rest of the Lower 48 and Alaska.
...
...

Precipitation & Temperature Outlooks:
...
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Pasture & Range Conditions:
.
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Weekly Grain Market Review:
.
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Last Week's Trade Data:
Corn:
..

Net sales of 15,000 MT for 2020/2021 were down 93 percent from the previous week and 94 percent from
the prior 4-week average. Increases primarily for Japan (99,700 MT, including 159,200 MT switched from
unknown destinations and decreases of 4,500 MT), Mexico (94,700 MT, including decreases of 12,100
MT), Honduras (29,200 MT, including decreases of 6,000 MT), Nicaragua (22,500 MT), and Venezuela
(8,400 MT, including 8,000 MT switched from unknown destinations), were offset by reductions primarily
for unknown destinations (167,200 MT) and China (75,000 MT). For 2021/2022, net sales of 67,600 MT
were for unknown destinations (50,000 MT), Honduras (12,000 MT), Mexico (4,500 MT), Canada (600
MT), and Taiwan (500 MT).
Exports of 1,136,700 MT were down 33 percent from the previous week and 36 percent from the prior 4week average. The destinations were primarily to China (335,000 MT), Japan (334,700 MT, including
60,700 MT - late), Mexico (252,500 MT), South Korea (61,300 MT), and Honduras (49,600 MT).
Wheat:
..

Net sales of 226,300 metric tons (MT) were reported for delivery in marketing year 2021/2022.
Increases primarily for Japan (148,700 MT), Mexico (31,100 MT, including decreases of 1,200 MT),
unknown destinations (18,500 MT), Jamaica (9,400 MT, switched from unknown destinations and
decreases of 300 MT), and Guyana (8,100 MT, switched from unknown destinations and decreases of 200
MT), were offset by reductions primarily for Nigeria (2,500 MT).
Exports of 136,000 MT were primarily to Mexico (59,200 MT), Nigeria (27,500 MT), Japan (27,200 MT),
Jamaica (9,400 MT), and Guyana (8,100 MT).
.
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USDA Weekly Hay Reports: "Click" on links for detailed report
.
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Although all information is from sources believed to be accurate & timely, The Cattle Range expressly disclaims all
warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of any of the contents provided and shall not be liable for decisions
or actions taken based on the data/information/opinions contained within.
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